
REVEGO – 
Pocket systems for 
new space concepts
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What should homes look like? How do we want to live? Our needs are 
in constant flux. We’re not only influenced by personal preferences but 
also by developments such as digitalisation and smart solutions, homing, 
cocooning and the trend towards open plan living. However, homes also 
need to be compact, tidy and space efficient. Increasing urbanisation and 
densification in cities will likely lead to smaller homes in the future. 

Our Requirements Research Department has monitored the use of living 
space over the decades. The trend towards the integration of living areas 
has prompted us to develop a solution that meets the high demands 
placed on modern living concepts. Our Research & Development team 
has worked hard for many years to create a new product category 
called pocket systems. Pocket systems make it possible to quickly and 
intuitively open up entire spaces when needed, and close them off again 
when not in use. The innovation opens up completely new perspectives 
and endless design options. It allows you to create stunning interiors 
with consummate ease – be it a run of kitchen cabinets, a home office or 
utility room. 

Thanks to simple planning and fully integrated technology, REVEGO is 
the solution for creating flexible and responsive living space.
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New perspectives 
Our new product category called pocket systems opens up 
completely new perspectives. REVEGO by Blum is the ideal 
solution for creating multifunctional living space. REVEGO is a 
unique sliding door system with fully integrated technology. No 
matter whether single or double door application, the full overlay 
fronts disappear into a dedicated narrow cabinet, the pocket.
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REVEGO

Versatile 
REVEGO uno and REVEGO duo can be combined as required. 

Practical 
The fittings technology is fully integrated into a tall narrow cabinet. 

Concealed 
The full overlay fronts fully conceal the pockets when closed. 

Flexible 
Double doors can be 450 to 750 mm wide and single doors 450 to 900 mm 
wide. Heights of 1800 to 3000 mm are possible. With a front thickness of up 
to 26 mm, the weight per door can be up to 35 kg.
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“For me, spaces are forms  
of possibility. And spaces  
of possibility are where  
the future is made.” 
Klaus Kofler, Futurologist

Let’s shape future  
spaces together.
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REVEGO

Efficient 
Pre-assembly makes installation on site child’s play. 

Cost-effective 
Simplified processes save time and consequently money.

Ready-to-install 
solution 
What is so innovative about REVEGO? Our well-thought-out 
solution has all essential components integrated into the 
pocket system. This means there is no hassle of transporting 
individual component parts or assembling them at customers’ 
premises. Instead you can easily pre-assemble the tall 
cabinet in your workshop or plant and simply transport the 
product to its final destination.

Installation and adjustments: 
www.blum.com/revmv
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www.blum.com/revarapp

Integral 
The pocket has a fixed installation width of 100 mm  
for REVEGO uno and 150 mm for REVEGO duo. 

Convincing 
REVEGO gives you the freedom to design the  
furniture around the pocket exactly as you wish.

Design freedom 
Standardised pocket widths make planning simple.  
No matter whether single door or double door  
application – REVEGO can be integrated in a kitchen  
layout or incorporated next to fitted furniture in no time. 
Systems to conceal runs of cabinets or walk-in solutions 
such as dressing rooms or pantries are easy to implement.

Experience full-size REVEGO.  
Download the AR application  
and get started: 
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REVEGO

Straightforward 
Pocket systems can be fitted quickly and simply  
like any standard tall cabinet. 

Convenient 
The 3-dimensional adjustment options are  
easily accessible and intuitive to use. 

Effortless 
Individual fittings can be easily disassembled  
(even from built-in furniture) thanks to an integrated 
service interface.

Easy installation 
REVEGO also stands for quick and easy installation: 
Put up, align and mount pre-assembled pockets, install 
fronts and track, make quick adjustments – and that's it!
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Well thought out 
The extraordinary engineering that has gone into our pocket 
systems is concealed from view. 

Multifunctional 
REVEGO turns one room into two, or vice versa if required. 

Intrinsic value 
REVEGO is so simple to implement that you might not realise  
the complexity that lies within our innovative fittings solution.  
Our pocket system epitomises the quality and technical expertise 
that Blum stands for. Easy living at its best!
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REVEGO

Intuitive 
Fronts open with a single touch thanks to the  
TIP-ON motion technology. 

Easy 
A simple push with your finger suffices to eject the  
door from the pocket. And it closes again softly and  
with effortless ease.

Inspiring moments 
REVEGO boasts the top quality motion and user convenience 
you have come to expect from Blum. Users will be inspired by 
the ease with which large fronts open and close.
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Digital 
Our Product Configurator helps you to select the right  
products quickly and efficiently. 

Useful 
You receive checked parts lists, comprehensive planning 
information and CAD data which you can use in your own 
design software or for CNC machines.

Welcome support 
Existing Blum customers already know that we not only  
offer a comprehensive range of products but also provide 
complementary E-SERVICES – from planning to assembly.

Fittings selection made easy: 
www.blum.com/revpc
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Unbounded 
creativity 
More and more people are merging their kitchen, dining, living 
and working space. This trend places high demands on modern 
living concepts. The ability to quickly open up complete living 
areas when you need them, and close them again when they are 
not in use helps to create a homely atmosphere. REVEGO opens 
up completely new design possibilities for small and large rooms. 
You can give free rein to your creativity.
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REVEGO
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“A perfect wall is a wall 
that’s there when you 
need it and disappears 
when you don’t.” 
Markus Gull, Screenwriter

Give free rein to  
your creativity.
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REVEGO

Tucked away and yet immediately to hand.  
REVEGO is the solution for creating amazing hallways.  
It is ideal for concealing bulky objects.
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REVEGO

A home office can be magicked into existence with  
a single touch. After work is done, you can quickly  
return the space to a cosy living environment.
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REVEGO

Doors can be opened or closed depending on  
whether you want a relaxed vibe or a tidy space.
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REVEGO

There is no better way to wind down after  
a hard day than with a glass of wine.  
Easy with a touch-to-open home bar.
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“The perfect wall?  
I might have just  
seen it.” 
Patrick Lüth, Architect

What possibilities  
do you see?
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Regardless of the ideas you have, we have the products and 
services to help you make them a reality. REVEGO inspires 
new approaches to planning and furniture construction to 
create new sensations and a better quality of living. Our 
high-quality pocket systems make planning and assembly 
easier than ever before for manufacturers, while offering users 
completely new levels of convenience. Day after day. 
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We would like you to enjoy greater 
convenience and functionality 

when using furniture.

Quality of living
Everything from a single source: 

our wide range of products allows 
you to keep up with today’s and 

tomorrow’s trends.

Product range

We monitor global trends and 
strive to create the solutions of 
tomorrow. We like to share our 

insights with you.

Inspiration
We stay in motion. Curiosity 
and pioneering spirit drive us 
to develop new products and 

services for you.

Innovation

We support your daily operations 
with customised services tailored 

to your processes.

Services
We continuously strive to improve 

our products, services and 
ourselves.

Quality

We take responsibility for 
partnerships, our employees, 
society and the environment.

Trust Julius Blum started our journey in 
1952 with horseshoe studs. Today 

we supply innovative fittings to 
customers in over 120 countries.

moving ideas
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Our sites in Austria, Poland and China are certified to the international standards mentioned below.
Our site in the USA is certified to ISO 9001.
Our site in Brazil is certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.

Julius Blum GmbH
Furniture Fittings Mfg.
6973 Höchst, Austria
Tel.: +43 5578 705-0
Fax: +43 5578 705-44
E-mail: info@blum.com
www.blum.com
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